Chronic overachiever Pru is quick to judge the lazy, rude, and arrogant residents of
her coastal town. So when she wakes up with the power to cast instant karma on
others, Pru doesn’t waste any time. She punishes everyone but there’s one person
she can’t touch: Quint Erickson, her slacker of a lab partner. But after needing to work
at the animal rescue center for extra credit alongside Quint, Pru’s karmic insight
reveals the thin line between love and hate, and fate.

YP FIC ANSTEY

France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain
to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
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extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across
centuries and continents, all to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden
bookstore and he remembers her name.

SF SCWAB

After her mother’s death, Bree wants nothing to do with her childhood memories or
home. She flees to UNC-Chapel Hill as a means of escape but witnesses a magical
attack during her first night on campus. Flying demons feeding on human energies.
The “Legendborn” who hunt the creatures down. And her mother’s death connected
to both. But there’s more to the group when Bree discovers the group are kin to King
Arthur’s knights and are meant to fight in a magical war. YP FIC DEONN
Simon’s gone, but someone’s determined to keep his legacy as a gossip at Bayview
High alive. And they’ve changed the rules. They hope to fill in the void left by Simon
with a game of Truth or Dare. Phoebe’s the first target. If she doesn’t play, she must
tell a truth. And it’s a dark one. Maeve chooses the dare, but should know better. And
when Knox ends up stuck in more danger than before, and all three know they can’t
count on the police for help. Or protection.
YP FIC GORDON
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In a series of personal essays, prominent journalist and LGBTQIA+ activist George M. Johnson explores his childhood, adolescence, and
college years in New Jersey and Virginia. From the memories of getting his teeth kicked out by bullies at age five, to flea marketing with
his loving grandmother, to his first sexual relationships, this young-adult memoir weaves together the trials and triumphs faced by Black
queer boys.

306.7662 JOHNSON

It’s the morning of the reaping which will kick off the 10th annual Hunger Games. In the capitol, teenager Coriolanus Snow is preparing
for his role as a mentor. As the once-mighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, it falls to Coriolanus to mentor the winning tribute
and outshine the other mentors. But the odds are against him with being assigned to the female tribute from District 12. Yet when she
enters the arena, Coriolanus starts to feel for her…and must decide if following the rules is worth more than surviving no matter what.

YP FIC COLLINS
When his traditional Latinx family can’t fully accept his true gender, Yadriel becomes determined to prove himself a real brujo. With the
help of his best friend Maritza, he performs the ritual needed to summon the ghost of his murdered cousin to set it free. However, he
ends up summoning Julian Diaz, the school’s resident bad boy who refuses to go quietly into death. Julian wants answers and to tie up
loose ends before leaving. Left with no choice, Yadriel agrees to help Julian so they both can get what they want. But the longer Yadriel
spends with Julian, the less he wants him to leave.

YP FIC THOMAS

Camino Rios lives for the summers when her father visits her in the Dominican Republic. But this time, on the day when his plane is
supposed to land, Camino arrives at the airport to see crowds of crying people... In New York City, Yahaira Rios is called to the principal's
office, where her mother is waiting to tell her that her father, her hero, has died in a plane crash. Separated by distance—and Papi's
secrets—the two girls are forced to face a new reality in which their father is dead and their lives are forever altered.
And then, when it seems like they've lost everything of their father, they learn of each other.

YP FIC ACEVEDO

Mira needs to get home for the holidays. Badly. But when an incoming blizzard results in a canceled connecting flight, it looks like she
might get stuck at the airport indefinitely. And then Harper, Mira's glamorous seatmate from her initial flight, offers her a ride. Harper
and her three friends can drop Mira off on their way home. But as they set off, Mira realizes fellow travelers are all total strangers. And
every one of them is hiding something. Soon, roads go from slippery to terrifying. People's belongings are mysteriously disappearing.
Someone in the car is clearly lying, and may even be sabotaging the trip—but why?

YP FIC RICHARDS

Avery just wants to survive high school, win a scholarship, and get out. But everything changes when Tobias Hawthorne dies and leaves
her his entire fortune. But Avery has no idea why or even who Hawthorne is. To receive her inheritance, Avery must move into the
Hawthorne House, where every room bears puzzles, riddles, and codes. But unfortunately for Avery, Hawthorne House is also occupied
by the family that Hawthorne just dispossessed. This includes four grandsons who grew up thinking they would inherit billions. Caught
in a world of wealth, privilege, and danger, Avery will have to play the game herself just to survive.

YP FIC BARNES

